SONGER. READY TO GO TO WORK.
WE ARE SONGER.

Developed by steel industry Icon Paul Songer and re-launched in 2003, Songer Services quickly became the no-nonsense, reliable company with a big heart and even bigger chip on its shoulder knowing it could replace or maintain anything in an integrated steel mill. Better than anybody.

That tradition of hard-earned excellence continues as Songer expands under the leadership and vision of President Joe Meneskie, Paul’s right-hand man for decades.

Over the years, opportunity has knocked, and we’ve answered by growing. Songer Services is now a full service heavy industrial contractor actively working multiple, multi-million dollar projects across integrated steel manufacturing; oil, gas, and chemical installations; greenfield projects and civil work.

Songer Services now has **eight locations** nationwide and full-time employs over 100 **project managers, mechanical** and **civil engineers**, nearly a dozen **safety experts**, and veteran **craft forepersons** managing multi-year, multi-million-dollar union-trade-driven installations.

- **Metals**
- **Oil Gas Chemical**
- **Heavy Industrial**
INTEGRATED STEEL & EMERGENCY OUTAGE

Decades of experience. 1000's of jobs. Emergency outage specialists. Lessons learned that have fueled our exponential growth. If you need to build, fix or maintain anything related to integrated steel manufacturing, there’s nothing we haven’t done.
We’ve grown beyond our integrated steel roots to deliver industrial contracting services for oil, gas and chemical markets—expanding our industrial expertise across civil and mechanical engineering, fabrication, planning, automation and start-to-finish construction.
We're now working with some of the world’s leading industrial development companies to deliver plant additions or complete greenfield installations for oil, gas, chemical and civil projects. We’ve worked hard to get here--and will work equally hard for you.
Songer Services has grown exponentially but cautiously. Rapidly but intelligently. But we’ve never forgotten where we come from. We still have that prideful chip on our shoulder driving us to do it better, safer and more cost-effectively than anyone else.
WHAT WE OFFER NOW ENHANCES OUR ABILITY TO DO GREAT WORK.

- Automation
- Civil
- Demolition
- Engineering
- Equipment Setting
- Fabrication
- Heavy Lifting
- Inspection

- Maintenance
- Pipe Installation
- QA + QC
- Refractory Installation
- Safety Management
- Scaffolding
- Steel Erection
- Surveying
What we know today—and what our customers will gladly tell you—is that you won’t find a more capable, more motivated, get-at-it every day, all-business heavy industrial contractor than Songer Services. We’re ready every day to deliver on the promise that started the company nearly a half century ago: On time. On budget. Done right. Safely.

Let’s get to work together.